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Hampton students crowded the Student Center Atrium Oct. 23 to watch
Hampton's very own alumna Chelsea Raye host "Wylin' Out," HU's spin on
Nick Cannon's "Wild n' Out."
Every floor of the building was packed to watch the Blue Squad battle the
Black Squad in competition for who could make the audience laugh the most.
There were multiple rounds to the night, with each round covering a
different topic that kept the audience laughing. Segments ranged from a
family reunion round that sent teams out into the crowd to pick an
unsuspecting audience member to an impersonation round that had team
members doing their best imitation of whatever the theme was. The stage
was set, and the rules for the rounds were placed. Witty, and sometimes
even personal, jokes were exchanged back and forth between teams and
sometimes even against actual audience members. For two hours, teams did
not back down.
The groups' approaches were also very important to winning over the
audience on this night. It was still a competition between the two, and
whoever had a combination of the most dings from DJ Vince and the most
reaction from the crowd won that specific round.
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